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CHAPTER II 

THEORITICAL REVIEW 

 

A. The Importance of Learning Grammar 

Grammar is one of the important roles in a language. It can 

deliver the meaning if the structure of the sentences is correct or 

change the idea if the grammar is incorrect. Every language has its 

own grammar which is different from other languages. Scrivener 

(2004: 54) says that when thinking of grammar, many people probably 

imagine a book full of explanation and rules that tell them which verbs 

have what endings, how to use adverbs, how to make a superlatives, 

etc. People have different opinion about grammar. Some of them think 

that learning grammar is interesting. They prefer to deeply learn 

grammar because it is simple and the formulas already exist. Others 

dislike grammar; they ignore it because it is boring and confusing. But 

it does not matter they say, when people learn a language, grammar 

have to be mastered. 

Harmer (1987) states that grammar as the study and practice to 

the rules by which words change their forms and combine into 

sentences. It is also defined as the study of rules for forming words and 

combining them into sentences. By having known the definition about 
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grammar, people realize why grammar is useful and important to be 

learned.  

People who want to master a language especially English have 

to minimally understand and know how to use the structure to 

communicate whether in spoken and written. Through learning 

grammar, people know how to use correct tenses, verbs, pronouns, etc. 

Baehaqi (2005: 3) divides the aims of learning grammar into: 

1. Theory: to understand what other people say and read 

material (sentences) in English books. 

2. Practice: to deliver our opinion or idea correctly. 

The problem commonly occurs in spoken and written English 

because people lack of understanding grammar, even when people use 

passive form. People often consider that using passive form means 

change the verb into V3 without considering the change of the 

structure, pronoun, adding by, etc. 

In learning English, there are some tenses should be understood 

and mastered by the students. According to Kardimin (2011) here six 

teen tenses in English, as follow: 
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Simple Continuous Perfect 

Perfect 

Continuous 

Present 

S+ be 

(is,am,are)+

V1 

S + be 

(is,am,are)+Ving 

S + have/has  + 

V3 + O 

S + have/has +  

been + Ving + O 

Past 
S + did + V1 

+ O 

S + be(is,am,are) 

+ Ving + O 

S + had + V3 + 

O 

S + had + been + 

Ving + O 

Future 
S + will + V1 

+ O 

S + will + be + 

Ving + O 

S + will + have 

+ V3 + O 

S + will + have + 

been + Ving + O 

Past 

Future 

S + would + 

V1 + O 

S + would be + 

Ving 

S + would 

+have + V3 + 

by + O 

S + would + have 

+ been + Ving + 

O 

 

Among these sixteen tenses, the writer wants to focus on 

discussing passive form only on three tenses. They are simple present 

tense, simple past tense, and present perfect tense.  

 

B. Passive Form 

1. Definition of Passive Form 

English has two forms of sentence, which are active 

sentence and passive sentence. In active form, subject of the 

sentence is person or thing which does the action, if subject of the 

sentence is object which receives the action, it called passive form. 

As Thomson and Martinet (1986) state that the passive of an active 

tense is formed by putting the verb to be into the same tense as the 
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active verb and adding the past participle of the active verb. For 

example: 

Active Form – Mother cooks fried rice this morning 

Passive Form- Fried rice was cooked by mother this morning 

We can say that subject of the sentence receive the action than 

doing the action. The example above shows fried rice is not doing 

anything. 

 

2. The Use of Passive Form 

Alexander (1990) describes the use passive form mainly in 

three ways: 

1. When we do not want to take responsibility for 

something. For example: The computer is repaired with 

soon. (We do not know or want to say who repaired it). 

2. When we want to focus on a happening not who or 

what did it. For example: Our roof was damaged by the 

storm. (We are concerning about the roof).  

3. When we want to avoid „vague subjects‟ like one, 

someone, they, etc. For example: The form has to be 

signed. (Not someone/one has to sign the form). 
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3. The Structure of Passive Form 

According to Betty Azar (1989) the structure of passive 

form in English is composed of two elements: 1) the certain form 

of the verb be. 2) the past participle of verb. For example: 

The car was  cleaned 

Subject Be  Past Participle (V3) 

Sentence above shows the simple structure of passive form. As 

stated before that element of passive form is certain verb, but 

students should notice that not all the verbs are able to be changed 

into passive. Swan (1983) said that some transitive verbs cannot be 

used in the passive, at least in certain of their meaning. Most of 

these are „stative verb‟ (verb which refers to state, not an action, 

and which often have no progressive forms). For example: they 

have a nice house, not a nice house is had because it is a statement.  

Below is another example of sentence which can be turn 

into passive. 

Joni broke the vase 

The verb of this sentence is broke as the simple past tense; the verb 

is also belonging to transitive verb. So the sentence can be changed 

into passive The vase was broken by Joni. 

When we turn active sentence to passive sentence one thing 

should be consider is the change of the pronoun. If the subject of 
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active sentence is a personal pronoun, it has to be changed into 

object pronoun of passive sentence. 

Subject  Object  Subject  Object 

  I  Me He  Him 

You  You She  Her 

They  Them It  It 

We  Us    

 

C. Simple Present Tense 

Simple present tense is the present verb form used to describe 

an activity, habitual action, and general statement of fact that exist 

now. According to Betty Azar (1989) simple present is the events or 

situations that exist always, usually, habitually:  they exist now, they 

existed in the past and probably exist in the future.  

1. Form of Simple Present Tense 

(+) S + V1 (s/es) She goes to school 

       Be (is/am/are)  She is beautiful 

(-) S + do/does + not + V1  

    She does not go to school 

(?) Do/does + S + V1? 

Do you bring ruler? 
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2. Use of Simple Present Tense 

Wishon and Burks (1968) define there are four utility of simple 

present tense: 

a) To express an action this is repeated or usual. The 

action can be a habit, hobby, daily event, schedule or 

something often happen. Example: I study every night. 

b) To indicate that speaker believes a fact was true before, 

is true now, and will be true in the future. It is also used 

to make generalization about people or things. 

Example: Jakarta is in Indonesia. 

c) To talk about schedule events in near future. It 

commonly used when talking about public 

transportation. Example: The train leaves tonight at 6 

p.m. 

d) To express an action that happens or does not happen 

now. Example: I am here now. 

 

3. Passive Form of Simple Present Tense 

Here the structure of passive form using simple present tense. 

(+) S + is/am/are + Past Participle 

 The books are borrowed 

(-) S + is/am/are + not + Past Participle 

The books are not borrowed 
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(?) Is/am/are + S + Past Participle? 

Are the books borrowed? 

4. Active Form to Passive Form 

Form Formula Example 

Active 

S + V1 (s/es) 

     Be (is/am/are) 

Sonia writes a letter 

Passive 

S + is/am/are+ Past 

Participle 

A letter is written by 

Sonia 

 

   Sonia  writes  a letter 

   (S)         (active verb)   (O) 

 

 

   A letter is written by Sonia  

   (S)         (passive verb)   (agent) 

 

D. Simple Past Tense 

Simple past tense is a tense concerned with specific events 

which happened at a certain time in the past. It began and ended in the 

past. For specific identification, this tense use time like yesterday, last 

week, long time ago, years, month, etc. 

 

1. Form of Simple Past Tense 

(+) S + V2 + O He went to Bali last week 

Be (was/were)  She was a popular singer 

Active 

Passive 
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(-) S + did + not + V1 

Sonia did not study last night 

(?) Did + S + V1? 

Did you go to mall yesterday? 

2. Use of Simple Past Tense 

a) To express an action that is started and finished at a 

specific time in the past. Example: We saw movie 

yesterday. 

b) To list a series of complicated action in the past. It 

usually used 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, and so on. Example: Yesterday, 

I played a fun video game and ate some snacks. 

c) To show duration of an action that starts and stops in 

the past. It is usually indicated by using for two years, 

for a minute, all day, all year, etc. Example: I lived in 

Semarang for one year. 

d) To describe past fact which are no longer true. She 

was a fat girl, but now she is slim. 

 

3. Passive Form of Simple Past Tense 

Here the structure of passive form using simple past tense: 

(+) S + was/were + Past Participle 

The books were borrowed yesterday 
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(-) S + was/were + not + Past Participle 

The books were not borrowed yesterday 

(?) Was/were + S + Past Participle? 

Were the books borrowed yesterday? 

4. Active Form to Passive Form 

Form Formula Example 

Active 

S + V2 + O 

     Be (was/were) 

He bought a car 

yesterday 

Passive 

S + was/were + Past 

Participle 

A car was bought by 

him yesterday 

 

   He   bought  a car     yesterday 

   (S)         (active verb)     (O)       (comp) 

 

 

   A car        was bought by him     yesterday 

   (S)        (passive verb)       (agent)     (comp) 

 

E. Present Perfect Tense 

Present perfect tense is a tense express an action that happened 

(or never happened) before now, at an unspecific time in the past. The 

exact time it happened is not important (Betty Azar: 1989). 

1. Form of Present Perfect Tense 

(+) S + have/has + Past Participle 

I have seen her mother 

Active 

Passive 
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(-) S + have/has + not + Past Participle 

I have not seen her mother 

(?) Have/has + S + Past Participle? 

Have you seen her mother? 

2. Use of Present Perfect Tense 

a) To express idea that something happened in the past. 

The exact time it happened is not important. If there is a 

specific of time mentioned, it becomes simple past 

tense. Example: She has moved into new house (Present 

Perfect), She moved into new house this afternoon 

(Simple Past). 

b) To express repetition of an action before now. The 

exact time of each action is not important. Example: We 

have flown on airplane many times. 

c) To express an action/situation that began in past and 

continues to the present. Example: They have liked pop 

music. 

 

3. Passive Form of Present Perfect Tense 

(+) S +have/has + been + Past Participle 

The books have been borrowed 

(-) S + have/has + not + been + Past Participle 

The books have not been borrowed 
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(?) Have/has + S + been + Past Participle? 

Have the books been borrowed? 

4. Active Form to Passive Form 

Form Formula Example 

Active 

S + have/has + Past 

Participle  

He has bought a car  

Passive 

S + have/has + been + 

Past Participle  

A car has been 

bought by him  

 

He     has bought      a car  

(S)         (active verb)       (O) 

 

 

A car         has been bought         by him 

(S)               (passive verb)            (agent) 

 

F. Error 

1. Definition of Error 

Error is naturally happened in the learning process. It is 

general for students make error when they learn something even a 

language. Bahasa Indonesia is our first language, but we also do 

errors when we learn it. Moreover English as our foreign language, 

it is very possible for students do an error. By making error, it will 

develop students‟ English acquisition. Students have to get some 

Active 

Passive 
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errors first then they automatically suppose to learn from their 

errors. 

Hubard (1983) said errors caused by lack of knowledge 

about the target language (English) or by incorrect hypotheses 

about it. Students‟ errors do not always come from students‟ 

awareness of it; they can appear through result of the test as 

evidence for teachers to know how deep the students understand 

about the material.  

 

2. Categories of Error 

Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) explain type of descriptive 

taxonomy as being based on “the way surface structures are 

altered.” Errors can occur because of change in surface structure in 

specific and systematic ways. Based on Surface Strategy 

Taxonomy, there are four types of errors: 

a. Omission 

Omission errors are characterized by omitting an 

element which should be presented.  Ellis (2003) defines 

omission is leaving out an item that is required for an uterance 

to be considered grammatically. For example: You not buy 

book this day. It should be You do not buy book this day. 

b. Addition 

Addition errors are characterized by adding a certain 

aspect of language rules which should not be presented. Dullay 
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(1982) said that the presence of an item which must not appear 

in a well-formed utterance. For example: Is this is a ball? It 

should be Is this a ball?. There are three types of addition 

errors as follows: 

1) Double Marking 

This error is marked by the failure of deleting or 

avoiding certain items in the utterance. For example: I 

didn’t went to school, it should be I didn’t go to school.  

2) Regulation 

This error typically added to linguistic items, such 

as the class of main verbs or the class of noun. There are 

both regular and irregular forms and construction in 

language. 

   Example: 

- The verb „eat‟ does not become „eated‟ but „ate‟ 

- The noun „child‟ does not become „childs‟ but 

„children‟ 

- The noun „mouse‟ does not become „mouses‟ but 

„mice‟ 

3) Simple Addition 

This error refers to the addition of one element to 

the correct utterance. For example: I am is a teacher. It 

should be I am a teacher. 
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c. Misformation 

Misformation errors are characterized by wrong or 

unacceptable form of the morpheme or structure. The learner 

supplies something, although it is incorrect. For example: I 

seen your mother last week. It should be I saw your mother last 

week. 

d. Misordering 

Misordering errors are characterized by putting the 

incorrect placement of its sequence. Ellis (2003) defines that 

misordering is an error by putting the words in an utterance in 

the wrong order. For examples: He does eat not that sandwich. 

It should be He does not eat that sandwich. 

 

3. Differences between Error and Mistake 

Sometimes people feel confused when they have to 

differentiate the definition between error and mistake, so it is 

necessary to distinguish them. Error and mistake are not same, 

Ellis (2003) explores that errors reflect gaps in a learner„s 

knowledge; they occur because the learner does not know what is 

correct. While mistakes reflect occasional lapses in performance; 

they occur because, in a particular instance, the learner is unable to 

perform what he or she knows. Based on expert‟s explanation 

above the writer can conclude that students who learn a foreign 

language do error because they do not understand or lack of 
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knowledge of the grammatical rules and they cannot correct it by 

themselves, while students do mistake because they are lapses in 

performance, it can be out of focus or nervous, but they have 

awareness to correct their mistake. 

 

G. Error Analysis 

1. Definition of Error Analysis 

As foreign language learners who do some errors in 

learning process, we should realize that it is important to analyze 

this error. It will help us to improve our ability in English. Tarigan 

(1995) defines that error analysis of language is a procedure which 

is usually used by language researchers and teachers consist of 

sample collection, explanation of error and its classification based 

on evaluation or the level of scoring of the errors. It can be 

concluded that error analysis is finding information based on 

research of students‟ inadequacy about English. The result of the 

error analysis can be used for helping both teacher and student to 

develop their knowledge. 

 

2. Procedure of Error Analysis 

James (1998) explains the procedures of error analysis, they 

are: 

a. Error detection is a stage of identification in which the 

researcher realizes the error happen. 
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b. Error location means to locate the error detected before. 

c. Error description is explaining the error happen. 

d. Error classification is the step to classify the errors; 

whether the errors belong to subject and verb 

agreement, tense, etc.  

 

H. Review of Previous Study 

In this study, the writer took one previous studies. It was study 

that had been done by J. Sutomo (2010) entitled “Error Analysis on 

Learners‟ Passive Sentence”. The aimed of the study was to find out 

five types of errors were identified on a sentence level namely 

omission, over conclusion, misformation, misordering, and blends. In 

this research, the writer took 65 samples of third semester students of 

FBIB (The Faculty of Language and Cultural Study) of Unisbank in 

academic year 2009/2010 to do the test. The result of the research 

showed that misformation error is the highest occurrence (42.35%), 

followed by omission error (35.71%), misordering error (10.71%), 

over conclusion (9.69%), and blends error (1.53). 

Based on the previous explanation about study that had been 

done, it showed that students made misformation error because they 

used wrong form of structure. The writer found several types of 

misformation error; they were misformation third singular present 

agreement (V3), past tense, pronoun, and progressive. Then students 
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made omission error because students omitted certain items of function 

or content words. There were five types of omission error that found in 

the data omission auxiliary, preposition, pronoun, article, and 

substitute noun. After that students made misordering error because the 

students can select the right form to use in right context but they 

arranged them in wrong order. Some types of misordering found in the 

data were interrogative, adverbial, and adjective. Students made over 

conclusion error because students spread rules to domain where they 

do not apply. There are two types of over conclusion error, 

overlooking exception and double marking. The last one was blends 

error, students made this error because they put wrong combination of 

two grammatical forms.  
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